
Year 3 Home Learning 

w/b 1st June 2020 
 

Hello Year 3s! 
 

We hope you’ve had a super half term, and managed to enjoy some of the lovely weather. It’s been great to see 

some of the fun things you’ve been up to on Padlet. It’s a new term, so there are some fun new topics to be getting 

into. In our English work we’re going to be looking at some different African tales, in Science we’re beginning to 

learn about magnets, and in Topic we’re looking at endangered animals. 
 

All of your activities for this week are explained below, and you can find any tasks related to them on the school 

website. Don’t worry if you can’t print out the worksheets – completing work on a piece of paper or typing onto a 

computer is fine for all of these tasks. Remember to find time for reading, practising times tables and keeping active!  
 

As always, make sure you’re posting your news and your work to the class Padlet so we can see what you’ve been up 

to, and let us know if you need any help getting going with your home learning this week. Remember to write your 

first name and first initial only when you post so we know who you are. 
 

If you want to do something else, you can have a go at any activity you like on Purple Mash, or follow one of the 

other websites suggested on the school website. 
 

Have fun  We’ll update this page with some more activities next week. 
 

Year 3 Teachers 
 

Subject Activities 

English The Water Princess 

This week we are starting a new story. It is set in an African country called Burkina Faso. 

Listen to and read along with the story by clicking here. 

Task 1: After you have read the story, think about how Gie Gie is feeling with and without water. 

Find Task 1 in the resources folder. On one side write down how Gie Gie feels without water e.g. 

desperate, exhausted. On the other side write down how Gie Gie feels with water e.g.; vibrant, 

hopeful. Add as many descriptive words as you can on either side. 

Task 2: Have a look at the presentation on subordinating conjunctions. Use this to help complete 

the sheet on subordinating conjunctions. 

Task 3: Write a paragraph about Gie Gie’s journey to get water – make sure you are only focusing 

on this part of the story. Use the subordinating conjunctions and sentence starters that are on 

the sheet to help you. 

Reading People of the Rainforest  

Find the Reading task in the resources folder. Read the information on the left hand side of the 

worksheet. Answer the questions on the right hand side. Check your answers using sheet two of 

the PDF. This can be printed or completed on lined paper. 

Optional extra 

Go to Purple Mash. You’ll find two 2dos in your Alerts. Read chapter 1 of the Tale of Ostrich and 

a Very Long Neck, and then see if you can complete the quiz afterwards based on what you have 

read. This can be done any time over the first 3 weeks of term if you are looking for an extra 

reading activity. Feel free to read the rest of the chapters. You can find the tale in the Diamond 

books on Serial Mash. 

Spelling Parents test from week before half term 

Children learn Week 6 spellings 

Maths Data presentation 

Log in to MyMaths to find your Maths tasks… This week you’re looking at how to present data. 

There’s also an arithmetic test to keep your skills sharp! 

Science Magnets 

Over the next few weeks we are going to be learning all about magnets.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uUvXLv5go0


Please search high and low for a magnet in your house! Start in the kitchen – fridge magnets 

should be fine for our work for the next few weeks. If you can’t get hold of a magnet then you 

are welcome to get in touch with school to borrow one, or search out some clips on magnetism 

on the BBC Bitesize website. 

In the resources folder, have a look at the presentation on magnetic items around your house. 

Find a few different materials in your house and test their magnetism, filling out the sheet as you 

go. 

Advance warning: You will need a jar with a lid for next week! 

Computing Night & Day coding (Chimp) 

Go to Purple Mash and log in. Check your 2dos and open the challenge. Click each set of 

instructions within the coding programme to watch an instruction video. Use the HINT button for 

extra video tutorial help. Drag code buttons into the grey area to generate. Use the green 

triangle button at the centre, top of the screen to test your code. A “NEXT CHALLENGE” arrow 

button will appear if you have done it correctly. Use the red arrow to SAVE & EXIT when 

complete. This work needs to be “handed in”. You can leave your teacher a comment if you like. 

Topic Endangered Animals  

Work through the presentation and create a persuasive poster to explain why animals are under 

threat – Save Our Animals could be a good title!  

Art / Craft 

/DT 

African Patterns 

Have a look at the presentation on African patterns. 

Print out the worksheet and try out two different pattern ideas.  

PE Yoga 

Have you ever tried yoga? It’s really good for flexibility and control, and can help you to relax as 

well. Here’s a great video for you to try. 

Mental 

Wellbeing  

Drawing a view 

Find a view that you love. It could be out of a window in your house, at the top of a hill, or at the 

park. Have a go at drawing the view that you see. Really take your time to notice every tiny 

detail. What are the clouds like today? Is the sky all one colour or are there different shades of 

blue (or grey!)? Are there people in your picture? What are they doing? 

Keep 

Connected 

Aim to post photos of the work you have been doing this week on the class Padlet as well as the 

activities you have been enjoying doing at home. Aim to post at least once each week if possible. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMMRb10LtGM

